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Supercede 
Intro
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INTRODUCING SUPERCEDE

Made In Reinsurance
Founded in 2019 by reinsurance 
industry experts, Supercede was 
created to address problems 
experienced by the team in their 
own lives as practitioners

Made for Reinsurance
Supercede is designed for 
reinsurance, specifically. It is not 
an afterthought for the platform, it 
is the only thought.

Global Application
Supercede is designed for the 
global reinsurance ecosystem,  in 
the Lloyd’s, company and global 
reinsurer markets around the 
world.

100% Independent
Supercede is an independent 
platform not owned or run by 
insurance industry incumbents.
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REINSURANCE THAT CONNECTS

Analytics

Supercede Analytics helps cedents and 
brokers prepare submission packs quickly and 
accurately, for a more reliable presentation of 

risk to reinsurers.

Save weeks of back-and-forth with automated 
data validation. Block bad bordereaux, even 

before they’re built.

Placements

Supercede Placements is our trading platform, 
complete with shareable digital risk profiles and 

handcrafted fields designed for unique 
reinsurance features.

Get your placements all in one  place, with the 
ability to see deal status, notifications and 

deadlines in a single intuitive workflow.

Network

The Supercede Network helps build your 
relationships without unsustainable travel or the 

need for a physical market presence.

With professional profiles, instant messaging and 
the world’s largest digital reinsurance community, 

our network is free to join and the best place to find 
new partners and opportunities.
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Where does 
reinsurance data

come from?
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IT’S EASY
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Ceded Re manager

Send data 
to the broker

ReinsurerBroker

Organise 
submission pack

Review 
submission pack



IT’S NOT THAT EASY
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Ceded Re manager

Gather relevant data to 
prepare submission 

pack

ReinsurerBrokerData Aggregation

Actuaries

Underwriters

M.I. Team

Reserving

Identify issues with data 
provided

Request additional data



IT’S NOT EASY AT ALL
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Ceded Re manager

Coordinate all 
this across 
multiple RI 
purchases

Reconcile and gather 
missing data

ReinsurerBroker

Data dump (spreadsheets)

Data dump (spreadsheets)

Data dump (spreadsheets)

Data dump (spreadsheets)

Various data dumps 
(spreadsheets)

Requests to relevant 
departments

Data Aggregation

Request for rate changes
Actuaries

Underwriters

M.I. Team

Reserving

Request for bordereau

Request for next yr premium

Request for claims

Data requests

Repeat analysis

Go back with questions

Rekey outputs

Data requests

Repeat analysis

Go back with questions

Rekey outputs



Why is this a 
problem

for all of us?
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DOWNSTREAM IMPACTS
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- Jon Gale, Chief Underwriting Officer, 
  AXA XL Reinsurance

"We want to be in a position to 
reward cedents for providing us 
with good data in our pricing; 
unfortunately, at the moment, we 
often have to include uncertainty 
loads for poor or incomplete data.”

“
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OUR STUDY
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Access via supercede.com homepage



REINSURER FINDINGS
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REINSURER FINDINGS
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BROKER FINDINGS
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BROKER FINDINGS
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CEDENT FINDINGS
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How to support and 
motivate the

cedents?
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BENEFITS
FOR OUTWARDS REINSURANCE TEAMS

Ensure Accuracy and Reliability

Confidently provide the most favourable view 
of your organisation to reinsurance markets.

Control Your Own Data

Easily validate and authorise data regardless 
of the source of information; Broker or 
Internal Team.

Save Time and Resources

Complete data preparation in weeks instead of 
months and focus on placement structure and 
analytics.
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ANALYTICS FEATURES
Collate Disparate Data

Centralise data collection from 
entities and underwriting lines 
across the company.

Stacking Detection

AI algorithms to detect 
possible and likely stacked 
policies and aggregate this 
data.

One-Click Renewals

Renew packs with one-click to 
save time on multiple file 
uploads and template 
changes.

Compare Data YoY

Compare at a glance to last 
year’s data to spot missing or 
erroneous data.

Limit & Attachment 
Profiles
Customise limit profiles and 
attachment profiles in a few 
clicks to control how data is 
presented.

Reporting Suite

Instantly generate important 
aggregated reports that form 
the pack presentation.

Error Detection

Zero value detection and data 
validation tools to easily 
complete peer review tasks.

Share Pack to Broker

Seamlessly share data packs 
with your broker colleagues 
and collaborate faster.

Full Audit Trail

Insight into the source of all 
uploaded data for complete 
confidence in the pack’s 
accuracy.
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- Jamie Morris, Senior Director of Reinsurance Placement,    
  Markel Corporation

"Supercede is going to allow us to 
transform the way we prepare our 
reinsurance submissions... The Analytics 
platform will allow us to prepare our 
larger submissions in weeks and not 
months, while also laying the foundation 
for a more digital placement process 
with our brokers and reinsurers.”

“
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Supercede 
Overview

Watch and share our video 
introduction to Supercede 

Analytics
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https://static.supercede.com/video/video_analytics.mp4?etag=px4hLUpe
https://static.supercede.com/video/video_analytics.mp4?etag=px4hLUpe


ben@supercede.com
www.supercede.com

mailto:ben@supercede.com

